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Trade, has been a critically important part of the human experience for thousands of years and at the 
heart of impressive progress in economic inclusion and international development. Since 2000, global 
trade flows have trebled from USD 6.2 trillion to USD 18.1 trillion in 2019. Trade Finance, including 
traditional trade finance (TTF) and new techniques of supply chain finance (SCF), has contributed to this 
growth by providing liquidity and risk mitigation solutions for importers and exporters, allowing them 
to transact with confidence across borders.  
 

Banks around the world serving global customers are adopting new products, innovation in product 
designing, delivery platforms in coordination with Financial Technology firms or Fintechs to expand 
their involvement in trade financing and help boost the global trade. The ‘originate to hold’ business 
model persists, as does the interbank asset distribution practice. However, indications are that there is 
an undercurrent of interest in exploring asset distribution alternatives, enabling technologies and the 
role of non-bank capital in increasing global trade financing capacity.  
 

Recent adverse market developments and negative press publicity around some aggressive and clearly 
unethical business and accounting practices have put the entire activity under scanner. Not long ago, we 
saw similar incidents in Commodity Finance domain resulting in many traditional players deciding to scale 
down or completely shut down their operations in that space.  
  
How are the recent developments in TF/SCF likely to impact the future of Trade Finance? 
How do you rate the market practices adopted by some large players, do you expect any major regulatory 
restriction as a result of recent events? 
Was it the greed or competition that led to the recent episodic events, what are the learnings for banks, 
particularly in India, the country aspiring to grow its share in international trade and transform into global 
hub for manufacturing and distribution?   
 

To discuss all these and other related issues, FEDAI as part of MONTHLY DISCUSSION FORUM, has invited 
Sh Srinath Keshavan, Chief Executive, Trade Risk Consulting. 
 

 
SPEAKER PROFILE 
 

Sh. Srinath Keshavan, Chief Executive, Trade Risk Consulting. Sh. Keshavan is a seasoned Trade Finance 
Practitioner banker having spent over 36 years specialising in the field of Trade Finance. He works with 
clients all over the world—financial institutions and international corporations offering solutions to 
succeed in an evolving landscape. Sh Keshavan received his formal training in Banking serving as a 
lending officer with an international bank in Hong Kong. Prior to Trade Risk Consulting, he led the 
Finance and Risk functions at several large international trading firms in Singapore. 
 
 

Disclaimer - All discussions in this forum are held under "CHATAM HOUSE" rules. The event is exclusive to 
employees of FEDAI's member institutions. All comments, views and opinions by speakers are made in their 
personal capacity and do not reflect the view, opinion of the institutions they belong to or FEDAI. 

 


